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Introduction
Thank you very much for selecting Grimm Audio's LevelView for your audio normalizing tasks within any compatible

VST, AU or RTAS host application. LevelView is build to support one of the most important achievements in the audio

industry for decades: the change from peak normalization to loudness normalization. This "true audio revolution"

started when the ITU submitted the BS.1770 'LKFS' (also known as LUFS) loudness metering standard in 2006. The

European Broadcast Union EBU took the lead in building a broadcast recommendation upon this fundament, called

R128. It was released in 2010. Eelco Grimm of Grimm Audio was one of the active members of the EBU PLOUD

committee that created the recommendation. The committees work has been made possible by the aid of a piece of

software developed by Grimm Audio's Wouter Snel and Jorn Lemon. Grimm Audio's LevelOne is the enhanced version

of the actual software that made R128 happen and LevelView is based on LevelOne's algorithms. We are very proud to

offer you this great piece of software that will enhance your daily work spectacularly.

Applications

LevelView is at home in many applications. Real time metering for broadcast delivery during AV post production of all

sorts is of course the most obvious application. Broadcast stations around the world start using ATSC and EBU

recommendations and the demand for material to be compliant is growing rapidly. While our file based normalizers

LevelOne and LevelNorm provide a quick way to prepare finished files for delivery, LevelView offers instant feedback

during your mix process. This will help you to for instance maintain a consistent dialog level within your mix.

LevelView is a great tool to help you perform better.

LevelView comes as a plugin for various PC and Mac based workstations and there's also a standalone version of

LevelView for direct monitoring of the sound card. A unique feature of LevelView is the 'broadcast' function, that

connects a 'host' meter to one or more 'client' meters via your local network or even the internet. This opens up many

possibilities, from using a dedicated screen for the meter to free up space on your main screen, to distant monitoring

of broadcasted channels.



 

Working  with  LevelView

LevelView offers a variety of meters that will be described in detail in the "Detailed Operation of the Plugin" section of

this manual.

Loudness meters measure from start to stop and therefore LevelView first needs to be activated by clicking the 'play'

button. You can also click the 'AUTO' button, that activates the "Automatically follow DAW transport" function of

LevelView.

The main meter is a 'rainbow' like meter, inspired by the 'Bendy Meter' concept proposed by BBC Research. It shows

several integration times in one glance, which means you can read the average level of the last 3s ("S" or Short term),

10s, 30s, 90s and 270s. This way you can react to short term dynamics variances while anticipating at an average

loudness level over a longer time.

In the outer ring, the relatively fast (400ms integration time) 'M' or Momentary meter is shown. It gives instant

feedback of the current subjective loudness level. The M meter of LevelView is modelled on vintage light spot meters.

It offers a view with continuos brightness, which is less fatiguing for the eye than the rapidly changing light intensity

of a bar graph meter. The M and S meters have a peak hold function. The scale of the bendy meter can be switched

between 'EBU +9' scale and 'EBU +18' scale by clicking on the meter surface. Mark that with loudness meters, levels

will regularly modulate above 0 LU. Since the target at the end of the program is 0 LU, one should modulate

approximately an equal amount of sound above 0 LU as below it. Experience has for instance shown that properly

modulated dialog has an S level that is allowed to vary between -‐‑7 LU for whispering and +7 LU for loud shouts. On

average, dialog should modulate around 0 LU.

The big number on the right hand side is the 'I' or Integrated loudness. It displays the LUFS level, which is relative to

full scale. For EBU R128 recommendation compliance, this number needs to become -‐‑23 LUFS at the end of your mix.



The 0 LU level of the bendy meter (at the top) is aligned to this level. For ATSC A/85 compliance, the number needs to

be -‐‑24 LUFS and this 0 LU calibration is selected by clicking the 'EBU' text, which then changes to 'ATSC A/85'. By

clicking another time, the meter enters 'User' mode, with an adjustable 0 LU level and gate.

Broadcast and post production engineers in the US know that according to the ATSC recommendation A/85 they need

to adjust the volume of their program based upon analysis of the dialog parts only. This is conveniently done using

LevelView. The 2009 edition of ATSC A/85 has no 'relative gate' in the measurement and a target of -‐‑24 LKFS (= LUFS)

in stead of -‐‑23 LUFS like in EBU R128. In its ATSC setting LevelView complies to that standard. Since the ITU has

adopted the EBU R128 relative gate in 2011, it is now unclear if ATSC A/85 advices to measure 'all with gating' or

dialog only. Grimm Audio will closely follow the developments. Mark that moving loudness meters like LevelView's

bendy meter do not use the relative gate: the user should have a view of all levels. Only the integrated (I) loudness

level is gated.

Below the big 'I' number there is a table showing the measurement results of four loudness descriptors, defined in EBU

R128: max S, max M, LRA and max TP. Max S and max M reflect the peak hold readings of the bendy meter (the

maximum Momentary level and the maximum Short term level). LRA stands for 'Loudness Range', which gives an

indication of the spread of loud and soft parts in the program, and max TP stands for 'maximum True Peak level'. By

clicking max TP, it changes to max SP, which stands for 'maximum Sample Peak level'. When the levels exceed certain

limits, the numbers will turn orange.

In the left hand corner a histogram of measured Short term levels can be found: soft parts on the left, loud parts on

the right. The LRA is calculated from this data and the grey area shows the LRA span within the histogram. The

vertical white line shows the current 'I' level. The blue line shows the current level of the relative gate (10 LU below the

ungated loudness). The small moving red marker below the histogram shows the current S level.

Clicking the Grimm logo in the upper left corner opens the info page of LevelView where you can see the version

number, credit list and licence.



Installation

Windows

After downloading the setup file, double-‐‑click it to start the installer. You might see a general security warning that

the file is downloaded from a website. If so, just press the "run" button. The installer will guide you through the install

process. You don't need to change any of the settings unless you wish. When finished you may delete the setup file.

Using the standard install, LevelView will be placed in:

* LevelView standalone, registration and uninstaller:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Grimm Audio\LevelView

* VST for windows 32 bit:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Steinberg\VST2

* VST for windows 64 bit:

C:\Program Files\Common Files\Steinberg\VST2

* RTAS for windows 32 bit:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Digidesign\DAE\Plug-‐‑Ins

Note: You will be prompted for all VST installation directories, if you did not select either the 32 or 64 version. You

can skip that step by clicking next.

Also keep in mind that these folders could be different for certain hosts. If your host cannot find LevelView, turn to

the hosts manual or have a look at the hosts configuration.

LevelView is compatible with 1, 2 or 6 channel setups. If a VST plugin host does not recognise the channel format of

LevelView (due to the lack of 'speaker arrangement' implementation in the host, as in Adobe Audition™) you may

change the file name from 'LevelView.dll' to 'LevelView-‐‑mono.dll' 'LevelView-‐‑stereo.dll' or 'LevelView-‐‑surround.dll' to

pre set the channel format and make it recognisable for the host.

Please note: LevelView requires a "Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable Package (x86)" to be installed. This

installer is included in the 'LevelView Setup.exe' file and will be installed automatically.

Registration

To launch the registration wizard go to Start -‐‑> 'All Progams' -‐‑> 'LevelView' and click on 'LevelView-‐‑Registration'. A

window will open, displaying the current license if any. To add/change the license, click 'Edit your LevelView license'.

A wizard will guide you through the registration process. For demo purpose a trial serial number can be obtained in

the web shop, purchased serial numbers have been sent to you by email and can be found in the 'My orders' section of

the web shop. Please note that you must use the user name of the web shop in step 1. If you have had a previous

version of LevelView installed on the system the wizard will automatically adopt the settings of that installation. The

wizard offers automatic unlocking in case your computer has internet access. Alternatively use the challenge response

options in the 'My orders' section of the web shop.

Mac

Download the LevelView.dmg file from the web shop. Open the disk image by double clicking it. You might see a

general security warning that the file is downloaded from a website. If so, just press the "run" button.



To install the following files:

* RTAS: Drag the 'LevelView.dpm' file to your the plugins folder:

"MacHD/Library/Application Support/Digidesign/plugins/"

* VST: Drag the 'LevelView.vst' file to your the plugins folder:

"~/Library/Audio/Plug-‐‑Ins/VST/" to install the application.

* AU: Drag the 'LevelView.component' file to your the plugins folder:

"~/Library/Audio/Plug-‐‑Ins/Components/" to install the application.

* LevelView standalone: Drag the 'LevelView.app' file to your applications folder.

Registration

With the LevelView.dmg disk still mounted, double click the RegWizard app to start the registration procedure. A

window will open, displaying the current license if any. To add/change the license, click 'Edit your LevelView license'.

A wizard will guide you through the registration process. For demo purpose a trial serial number can be obtained in

the web shop, purchased serial numbers have been sent to you by email and can be found in the 'My orders' section of

the web shop. Please note that you must use the user name of the web shop in step 1. If you have had a previous

version of LevelView installed on the system the wizard will automatically adopt the settings of that installation. The

wizard offers automatic unlocking in case your computer has internet access. Alternatively use the challenge response

options in the 'My orders' section of the web shop.

Host  plugin  detection

After starting your plugin host, LevelView can be found in the the plugins section. If Grimm Audio's LevelView cannot

be located. Please make sure your VST or AU host rescans the plugin folder to find LevelView. Please consult the

properties of the host application to do this.



 

Check  for  Updates

To avoid annoying automatic update checks within your host environment, you will need to visit the Grimm Audio
website manually to check if there is an update available. You can see if you run the latest version by checking the
'rev' number of your LevelView in the about screen of the plugin interface window. Click the 'LevelView' or 'Grimm' text
in the plugin interface to show the about screen.

System  Requirements

System Requirements

Windows

XP (x86), Vista (x86) or Windows 7 (x86)
VST 2.4 compatible host, LevelView is currently not compatible with Sony SoundForge™. For Adobe Audition™
see the installation section of this manual.
Avid Protools 8 or higher, Media Composer (Symphony or News Cutter) 5.5 or higher

Mac

Intel only
OSX 10.5 or Higher
AU or VST compatible host.
Avid Protools 8 or higher, Media Composer (Symphony or News Cutter) 5.5 or higher



Detailed  Operation  of  the  Plugin

Plugin  Placement

Usually loudness measurements are performed on the final mix, the mix as it would be bounced to disk. Therefore the
common place to load the plugin would be the master channel. Make sure that LevelView is the last plugin in the chain
and there are no faders after that may alter the volume/gain. An alternative setup is where one would re-‐‑record the
output back on a track. In that case the plugin could best be on the input channel.

Surround  Mode

When using LevelView in a surround setup it is important that the channels are in the correct order. The order is
conform the SMPTE/ITU standard (L-‐‑R-‐‑C-‐‑Lfe-‐‑Ls-‐‑Rs) for AU and VST plugin hosts. In RTAS plugins the channel order
is taken care of by the host.

Opening  the  plugin

The LevelView User Interface window now opens, as seen below.

Modes

Initially the plugin will open in EBU R128 Mode (european standard). This means the 0 LU level in the meter



corresponds to -‐‑23 LUFS. The integrated measurement "I" will be gated with a relative gate, 10 LU below the ungated

level. You can switch to ATSC A/85 mode (for US) by clicking the text "EBU R128" in the top right corner. The text now

changes to "ATSC A/85". This will set the 0 LU indicator in the meter to correspond to -‐‑24 LKFS and disable the gate

for the integrated measurement. By clicking the text again you will see the third mode: "User". This means you can set

the 0 LU reference and enable or disable the gate manually. To do so click the reference level and fill in a value. By

clicking on the "gate" text, it toggles between gated and ungated.

Scales

LevelView has two different scales. By default the meter ranges from -‐‑18dB to +9dB. This is the 'EBU +9' scale. You

can switch to a larger scale by clicking anywhere on the meter. This will double the range from -‐‑36dB to +18dB, or

'EBU +18' scale.

Start/Stop

Loudness is measured from a start point to an end point. Therefore the meter needs to be started and stopped. The

basic practice is to press start on the meter, play your sequence and stop the meter. When the meter starts, it will

reset all meters like the bendy meter and the integrated value.

Please note that since the EBU R128 recommendation includes a second absolute gate, LevelView will not record levels

below -‐‑70 LUFS. When your playback cursor is not running, the levels are below this gate and therefore have no

influence on the measurement. This also means it is not necessary to exactly time the start and stop moments of the

meter. In other words, there's no need to start the meter and DAW at the same time. Just press start on the meter so

that it is waiting for signal, and start the sequencer whenever you're ready. The same goes for stopping the meter. In

most cases, when the audio is stopped, it will drop below the gate and therefore have no more influence on the table

measurements (the bendy meter will continue to run).

On the right hand side of the start / stop button, you will find the 'AUTO' button. If you activate this mode, LevelView

automatically starts, stops and resets following your DAW controls. Due to limitations of some DAW's, the

measurement in AUTO mode needs to be continuous, to ensure your measurements are 100% correct. LevelView will

be reset on playback after a pause.

Reading  the  meters

Integrated Loudness

The large digits at the right of the meter show the integrated loudness (I). The integrated loudness is like the average

loudness measured over a period of time, from start to stop. Its normal use is to measure the loudness of a complete

program (tv-‐‑show, movie or commercial). This is called 'Program Loudness'. For EBU R128 it should be -‐‑23 LUFS, for

ATSC A/85 it should be -‐‑24 LUFS (or "LKFS"). By clicking on the 'LUFS' text of LevelView, the indication toggles

between the absolute LUFS indication and the relative LU indication.

Depending on the settings the average loudness is calculated from all content, or only from the content above a

certain threshold level of a relative gate. In the EBU mode a -‐‑10 LU relative gate is turned on that conforms to the ITU

BS.1770-‐‑2 recommendations. In the ATSC A/85 mode the gate is turned off. In User mode one can turn the gate on or

off manually (see 'Modes'). The 'I' meter can also be used to measure specific parts of the program like dialog.

Momentary Loudness

The vintage 'light spot' in the outer arc indicates the momentary loudness (M). This is the fastest loudness unit

(400ms) and indicates the loudness "at the current time", hence the name momentary. It is particularly useful to



display shorter loudness peaks and is therefore in some countries used to control the maximum peaks in

commercials. The maximum Momentary level registered after the 'start' moment is indicated by a white dot in the

outer ring, like a peak hold. When this 'max M' level exceeds +8 LU it turns orange. The max M value is also displayed

in the table below the Integrated level meter. This value turns orange above +8 LU too. Keep in mind that the max M

value is the level at the time of metering. When some countries prescribe a max M value, they refer to a max M

relative to a Program Loudness (I) of 0 LU. So please take any deviation from -‐‑23 LUFS on the I meter into account that

remains at the end of the program.

Short term Loudness

The outer ring of the rainbow (the outside of the lightest blue part of the graph) shows the Short term loudness (S).

With an integration time of 3 seconds, it is a slower indication then the M meter and is therefore less influenced by

short peaks. It displays an easier to read loudness level and is more constant. At the same time it is still fast enough

to give a reasonable impression of the loudness of for instance the running conversation.

The S meter also features a peak hold dot and this number can be read as the max S level in the table. If the Max S

exceeds +6 it will turn orange to warn you. Mark that limits of max S or max M can be different from country to

country, but many are in agreement that +8 max M and +6 max S is a proper maximum value for short resp. longer

program material.

Inner rings

The inner rings get a factor three slower for every step inwards (10, 30, 90 and 270 seconds). Even though these are

not part of the official recommendations, they have proven to be a very useful tool during mixing to fill the gap

between the faster (M and S) units and the Integrated loudness. You can use them as a kind of memory of your

average mix levels over a certain time span.

Loudness range

Loudness range (LRA) is a tool to display the spread of loud parts and soft parts in a program. It is based upon the

Short term (3 seconds) readings, ignoring the 10% softest parts and 5% loudest parts. It is expressed as one number,

indicating the difference between the two. This number can be found in the table below the Integrated level. The LRA

indication can help you decide if more compression is needed or not, since specific environments have different LRA

tolerances (cinema, tv, mobile views etc). In general a LRA of more than 20 is judged as too wide for broadcasting and

therefore the LRA number in the table will turn orange when it exceeds 20.

To give you more insight in the dynamics of your audio, the Short term measurements are also displayed as a

histogram in the lower left corner. Softer S levels will be displayed on the left of the graph, louder ones will be

displayed on the right. More dynamic audio will show a wider graph while audio with a constant loudness will result in

a narrow graph. The shaded light blue area in the histogram shows the LRA span. The current level of the Integrated

loudness is shown as a clear white line in the graph. If the gate is enabled (see Modes), the gate is also displayed in

the graph as a dark blue line. The last indicator in this graph is the current short term loudness S which is shown as a

small red line beneath the graph. It copies the levels of the S meter on the outer ring of the main meter and gives you

an idea of how the current loudness corresponds to the histogram.

Keep in mind that because of its statistic nature, a larger amount of measurement points is needed for an LRA value to

make sense. Therefore the LRA is only showed after about 10 seconds. Please do not use LRA for short fragments

such as commercials. It is designed as a very useful tool for longer programs like movies.

True Peak Meter

In the past, there's always been great emphasis on peak measurements. Originally to prevent overloading of systems

but in recent years peak levels became target levels. With the new EBU and ATSC recommendations the emphasis is

shifting to average loudness measurements and things like loudness range. The headroom is now so large that

overloads will hardly occur in general use. But of course it is still important to avoid overloads and have a proper

indication of this.

The most reliable way of measuring peaks is using a true peak meter. True peak means it will not just measure the



highest sample values, but also take into account the influence of filtering that will take place in a DA converter or

when the signal is processed in a codec or sample rate converter. Some signals will show higher peaks than the

sample values because the reconstructed waveform peaks in between samples.

In LevelView the maximum true peak level is shown as a 'max TP' reading in the table below the Integrated loudness

number. If the level exceeds -‐‑1dBTP the value will turn orange to warn you for clipping. By clicking on the 'max TP'

text, it changes to 'max SP' which means 'maximum Sample Peak'. This will reset the meter. Sample peak metering

saves a little bit of CPU load, but in general we advice to use a max TP setting.

Standalone  app

With the standalone version of LevelView you can measure loudness directly from any audio hardware input. The

interface is the same as the plugin version of LevelView, apart from the AUTO button which is disabled since there is

no track to follow. The settings button in the upper left corner of the interface offers access to the standard audio

driver settings and also gives you the opportunity to save the current settings to a file. LevelView will always attempt

to open the interface with the settings that were active when closing the previous session. LevelView Standalone finds

special application in combination with the 'broadcast' function that is described in the next chapter.

Remote  interface

It is possible to connect two or more instances of LevelView to each other. This allows you to view and control

LevelView over the network and the internet. The 'broadcast' icon, left of the 'LevelView' name, gives access to the

remote settings.

Host

By clicking on the broadcast icon you open access to the IP:port input field. Click in the field and enter a socket

number, ie. 12345. If you are hosting for clients that will connect via the internet and you have a router and/or

firewall, please make sure that the port you selected is open and redirects to your computer. Otherwise clients will not

be able to connect. On Mac OS-‐‑X it is recommended to select a socket number above 1000, a lower number might

prevent clients to connect to this host. By clicking on the broadcast icon again, the socket number is set.

Client

A client instance will act as a slave for an existing and running host instance of LevelView. Once LevelView is set to

client mode, it will ignore any audio input to which it may be connected. Click on the broadcast icon and select the

IP:port input field. Now enter the IP address and the chosen socket number of the host instance of LevelView. Use the

format "IP:port", for example: "127.0.0.1:12345". The IP can be 127.0.0.1 to use or test the functionality on one

computer. When connecting to another computer on a LAN, check the IP address of the host in the 'network' part of

the system preferences. If you like to connect via the internet, get the IP of the host' WAN by searching (from the host

connection) "my ip" on any search engine.

Icon

The broadcast icon changes colour depending on the network state. By default the colour is grey, when there is no

connection. It will turn blue when the plugin is in hosting mode. This allows clients to connect. In Client mode, the

icon turns green and LevelView is connected to a broadcasting host. When the icon is red there is a problem with the

connection. You should check the network status message below the IP and port input field (in the remote settings).

While there is an error and the view is set to display the remote settings, LevelView will try to reconnect every 10

seconds. By switching the remote settings view 'off' (by clicking the broadcast icon) it will stop trying to reconnect.

You can disable the 'host' or 'client' state by deleting the IP:port number and clicking the broadcast icon.



Technical  specifications
LevelView in EBU mode uses the official EBU R128 settings:

ITU BS.1770-‐‑2 measurement, including -‐‑10 LU 'background sound' relative gate
0 LU = -‐‑23 LUFS

LevelView in ATSC mode uses the 2009 version of the ATSC A/85 recommendation:

ITU BS.1770-‐‑1 measurement, without relative gate
0 LU = -‐‑24 LKFS

LevelView in User mode has an adjustable 0 LU level and the relative -‐‑10 LU gate can be turned on or off.

References

http://tech.ebu.ch/loudness provides all kinds of information about the EBU R128 broadcast loudness
recommendation. The official R128 documents and guidelines can be found, as well as introduction papers and
videos.

At http://www.atsc.org/cms/index.php/standards/recommended-‐‑practices/185-‐‑a85-‐‑techniques-‐‑for-‐‑establishing-‐‑
and-‐‑maintaining-‐‑audio-‐‑loudness-‐‑for-‐‑digital-‐‑television the ATSC A/85 recommendation is available for download.
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